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ABSTRACT

The issue of web-based voting has caused much debate from all parties mainly because of its security considerations. A secured web-based voting application should fulfill the following criteria: completeness, soundness, privacy, unreusability, eligibility, fairness, and verifiability. However, most of the current existing application is not able to fulfill those criteria. Therefore, the thesis title “E-Ballot using Identity Based Encryption” is researched and implemented to identify the feasibility of integrating the Identity Based Encryption with the web-based voting application. The Identity Based Encryption is a new scheme to solve the problems which were found on the traditional Public Key Infrastructure. Using Identity Based Encryption, the use of certificates will be eliminated and the cost of infrastructure will be decreased because the maintenance of the certificates database is not necessary anymore. In this thesis, VOTOPIA is taken as a sample current existing web-based voting application that makes use of traditional PKI for analysis purpose. Problem statement is established based on the analysis and requirement for the to-be system is captured. Besides that, an early design of the to-be system is established as well including system architecture, user interfaces design, and logical database design. As in conclusion, the wellness of Identity Based Encryption is to be demonstrated through the completion of this thesis.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

In modern democratic society, voting is one of the important duties of a citizen. The term voting does not only suggest the public governmental election but it also includes all election under commercial organizations, student councils, board elections, and etc. People was always being discourage to participate because of the aspect of time consuming for presenting themselves to the polling station. Therefore, e-voting which mainly consisted of web-based voting and electronic machine voting is beginning to be widely deployed. However, the controversial issues of deploying the e-voting in a public governmental election has gather much debate from different parties mainly regarding the security and confidential issues of the application. More information will be presented in the Literature Review.

In this Project Sarjana Muda, the research being covered will only serves for the application of non-governmental use. The topic for the Project Sarjana Muda is to implement the concept of Identity Based Encryption in Web-based Voting Application.
Security is the main issues to be considered when developing an application of web-based voting. Voter authentication, voter anonymity, and the ballot integrity and confidentiality were those among the security aspects that comes front in the line. Therefore, identity-based encryption will be researched to be used in providing the security protection in this yet-to-be-developed application.

Identity-Based Encryption is a completely new approach to the problem of encryption. IBE can use any arbitrary string as a public key, enabling data to be protected without the need for certificates. Protection is provided by a key server that controls the mapping of identities to decryption keys. By using identity as the public key, Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) eliminates the need for certificates and overcomes the hurdles of public key infrastructure. The Public key could be based on commonly known and unique identifiers, such as email addresses, phone number, national identity card number, etc.

It is hoped that through the completion of this Project Sarjana Muda, it can be proved that by using the Identity Based Encryption, authentication and security can be preserved in the web-based voting application.

1.2 Problem Statements

The topic of this project is produced mainly because of the following existing problems of the potential web-based voting application:
a) Completeness (Integrity)

Completeness can be defined as all votes must be counted correctly and accurately [12]. In a web-based voting application, a voter could not see the flow of the vote they cast, unlike the traditional paper-ballot scheme where the ballot is put in a locked ballot box. So how does the web-based voting application can provide the confidence to the voter that their vote in indeed being counted and it is counted correctly? How does the voter ensure that their vote is not being tampered in the process of the transmission to the ballot server in a web-based voting application? How can we ensure the integrity of the ballot? This is what that will be researched in this project.

b) Eligibility (Authentication)

Eligibility refers to no one who is not allowed to vote can participate in the voting process [12]. A feasible voting application should ensure only eligible voter is allowed to participate in the voting process. To provide this service, the web-based application needs to authenticate the voter before the vote is being cast. Authentication in the current web-based voting application is often too weak where it only depends on the login id and login password. Unlike a paper-ballot scheme, the authentication is done face-to-face in person. Hence, how can the admin on the other end of the network to authenticate the voter is indeed the eligible voter and not someone else by not only depending on login id and login password which can be easily compromised.
c) Unreusability

Unreusability here means voter can only perform voting once and only once in the voting process [12]. But how does the web-based voting application is going to determine that there is no repeating vote from the same person? The voter could register more than once if the registration method does not provide any means of identifying the person’s identity. What unique identity is going to be used in the authentication method to ensure that no repeating user register more than once? If the same person is able to register himself more than once and get different login id, does that means he can vote more than once in the voting process? The problem of eligibility will be discussed in this project.

d) Privacy

Privacy in a voting process would be defined as all votes must be secret, no vote should be able to be link back to the voter, and the vote content is only known by the voter itself and no one else [12]. A voter in a web-based voting application must be given the privacy that their vote is indeed confidential and not known to anyone else. No one is supposed to be able to link the vote to the voter. How does a web-based voting application can provide the privacy of the ballot?
1.1 Objectives

The objective of this project is to develop a web-based voting application with appropriate security concerns especially focusing on the voter authentication and ballots security using Identity Based Encryption. The objectives of the application are as following:

a) To proof the concept of Identity Based Encryption and to demonstrate the wellness of Identity Based Encryption by using it to provide completeness, eligibility, unreusability and privacy in web-based voting application.

b) To improve the completeness of a web-based voting application by providing a confirmation SMS to verify the status of the ballot of it is being counted.

c) To computerize and modernize the voting process and therefore boosting voter turnout.

d) To study whether or not Identity Based Encryption can be used as a means to provide digital signature.

1.2 Scope

The project scope is to deliver a secured web-based voting application which can authenticate the voter using Digital Signature via Identity Based Encryption and also encrypt the key of encrypted ballots (block cipher will be used to encrypt the submitted ballot) using the Identity Based Encryption to provide integrity and
confidentiality. This project will only focus on the security aspect of the authentication of the voter and the encryption (privacy) of the ballots. Refer to the project assumption regarding other security issues.

a) **Target User Group**

- Voters of any non-governmental election
- Organizing committee for any non-governmental election
- Campus election, company election, board election, membership election

b) **Modules to be developed**

- Voter registration module
- Voting module
- Ballots IBE encryption/Decryption module
- Ballot Server Panel
- PKG (Private Key Generator) Server Panel
- Ballots tabulation module
- Infrared SMS Module
- Database

c) **The system will be able to perform the following tasks**

- Detection on multiple ballots for same voter
- Ballot casting interface
- Error Handling in ballot casting
- Ballot encryption using Identity Based Encryption
- Ballot decryption using Identity Based Encryption
- Confirmation SMS via infrared
- Key Pair management task
- Tabulation and analysis of ballots from the ballot server

d) Assumption

- The security of the IBE Privet Key will be of the responsibility of the keeper itself and it is assumed that it will be safe with the keeper.

1.3 Project Significance

The issue of web-based voting application has caused much debates from all parties whether opponent or proponent. The security aspect is the reason. Among those security aspects concerned were the integrity and privacy of the ballot and also the voter authentication. Despite these issues, web-based voting is inevitably making its way to this modern community, where everything and anything is making its queue to be computerized and modernize. With this project, it is hoped that the security measures in the prior mentioned aspect can be enhanced with the use of Identity Based Encryption.

Currently, it can be concluded that most of the existing web-based voting application make used of the traditional PKI. The drawback of this approach is the management of the public key and certificates. To manage these large databases of public key and certificates, the cost of infrastructure will be increased, the
maintenance of the database is required where it is often complicated, plus the storage it is required to store the database has to be taken into consideration. However, with the Identity Based Encryption all the above problem is solved as the need of certificates it eliminated. Hence, the question of storing the list of public key and certificates is no more applicable and necessary in the IBE scheme.

Identity Based Encryption is the brand new approach of encryption. It eliminates the use of certificates and it provides the flexibility which other Public Key Encryption could not. Identity Based Encryption is still very new where its implementation is rarely to be seen. Therefore, it would be an achievement if it can be successful integrated into the web-based voting application.

1.4 Expected Output

The expected output of this project will be a web-based voting application, which makes use of Identity Based Encryption to provide completeness, eligibility, unreusability, and privacy.

Identity Based Encryption will be used in this web-based application to eliminate the use of certificates which was being used in the traditional PKI to verify the public keys. It is expected to prove that Identity Based Encryption can be integrated into the web-based voting application as a means of provide cryptographic services. At the same time, by using Identity Based Encryption, the cost of infrastructure will be decreased as the storage and maintenance needed for the certificates and public key database is not necessary in the identity Based Encryption scheme.
The completed output of this project is expected to be able to authenticate the voter using digital signature via Identity Based Encryption. With the implementation of the digital signature, the eligibility of the web-based voting application will be enhanced by not only depending on the login id and login password. By using Identity Based Encryption, the unreusability of the web-based voting application is also provided. This is because the unique identity of the voter for example national identification number will be taken as the identity for verifying it is indeed the repeating person. At the same time, the identity will be the public key and the public key itself is the certificate.

As is overall, the wellness of Identity Based Encryption will be demonstrated in this application.

1.5 Conclusion

The main issues with the development of a web-based voting application revolve around the security risks and measures. Many were worried about the authentication, privacy, and integrity of the application. Most of the debates regarding the web-based voting application focus on the usage on the public governmental election.

Many feels that the current security aspects of the web-based voting application have not reach a standard where it can be entrusted to handle the public governmental election. It is still under the testing phase in the advanced country. Therefore, the scope of this project will focus on non-governmental use.
The objective of this project is to enhance the security measures of the web-based voting application especially on the voter authentication and ballots privacy and integrity by using Identity Based Encryption. Another objective of the project is to present the wellness of Identity Based Encryption comparing to other encryption method. The uniqueness of Identity Based Encryption can provide a lot of functions in the security aspects with more flexibility.

It is hoped that with the completion of this project, the application of web-based voting can be proved as feasible with the help of Identity Based Encryption.